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Legislation changes and ambitious net zero targets 
mean that businesses in the UK are becoming more 
conscious of sustainability and circularity. As a result, 
a pivotal role our facilities management customers play 
in reducing the environmental impact of their clients 
becomes even more challenging and complex. 

Our aim is to help you maximise the value of services 
you deliver to your customers. Together, we are building 
a sustainable future that doesn’t cost the earth.

Solutions tailored for  
the facilities management sector
At SUEZ recycling and recovery UK, we offer a suite of 
integrated waste management solutions tailored specifically for 
the facilities management (FM) sector. 

Thanks to our multifaceted and sector-specific expertise, 
we prepare our FM customers for the transition to net zero, 
which the facilities management sector and their customers are 
embarking on, while ensuring that our solutions are innovative 
yet practical and commercially feasible. We improve the quality 
of our customers’ services, reduce costs and maximise their 
operational efficiency, guaranteeing the highest standards of 
compliance with the latest regulations.
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Guided by the principles of the waste hierarchy, we ensure 
that we work with the FMs not only to help them uphold their 
green credentials, but to enhance their environmental performance 
through sustainable procurement, management of their value chain, 
continuous improvement and reliable data analysis and reporting.

We consider waste prevention a priority. Minimised or prevented 
waste reduces costs – if waste can be avoided in the first instance, 
there is no need for recycling or disposal solutions for the materials. 
Cost reductions realised through waste prevention go hand in 
hand with carbon reduction, which is critical for the UK transition 
towards a low carbon economy. As partners, we develop a practical 
framework for delivery of sustainable facilities management, 
tracking progress with full transparency. 
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SUEZ approach – people, planet, profit
Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do. We have 
embedded the triple bottom line in our strategy and the three strands 
of sustainability – social, economic and environmental – across our 
daily operations. We are actively helping our FM customers to 
realise the potential of the waste they generate and the benefits of 
waste prevention. As a triple bottom line company, we focus in equal 
measure on people, planet and profit and social value creation is 
something that certainly sets us apart.

Sustainable management of commercial spaces can generate 
social value and reduce overall impact on the environment. 
SUEZ is a market leader in social value creation and we support 
our FM customers by implementing measures that reduce an 
organisation's carbon emissions while positively impacting the 
communities in which they operate.

We are actively helping our 
FM customers to realise the 
potential of the waste they 
generate and the benefits of 
waste prevention.
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FM waste services
Our core recycling and waste management services are compliant, 
sustainable and reliable – giving our FM partners peace of mind and 
confidence that their integrated services package is second to none. 
We deliver services and support when and where we are needed.

Most requested services include:

 2 Food recycling 

 2 Glass recycling 

 2 Confidential waste 
and secure shredding 

 2 Hazardous waste

 2 Dry mixed recycling 

 2 Mono stream recycling 

 2 Residual waste collections

 2 Integrated waste management 
service delivered by a network 
of trusted partners

Dedicated account management and customer hub teams drive 
continuous improvement initiatives – identifying areas where 
FM customers can realise cost reductions and implement innovations, 
resulting in maximised efficiency and delivery of actions supporting 
their sustainability commitments.  

Continuous improvement 
best practices

Customer
services
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reviews

Detailed
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Agreed service 
delivery

Reporting 
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Customer
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Sustainable facility management
SUEZ’s role as a strategic partner working alongside our FM customers 
is to challenge the norm, foster excellence delivered in partnership and 
support with our expertise. Our relationships with FM customers go 
beyond transactional, as we work towards joint strategic objectives.

Our support starts from initial tender submission, assistance with 
sustainable procurement, waste mapping and comprehensive audits. 
We assist with supply chain management, tailoring our solutions based on 
customer needs identified by waste analysis and defined net zero targets.

Our teams deliver seamless service and continuous improvement 
conforming to the explicit framework targets. Transparent waste tracking 
and detailed carbon reporting provide our FM customers with insight and 
evidence of progress towards their sustainable targets.

Continuous  
improvement

Waste mapping  
and analysis

Real-time reporting  
and tracking

24/7 access to  
customer portal

Waste  
prevention

Cost  
reduction

Sustainable  
procurement

Dedicated account 
management

Innovative solutions  
maximising operational efficiency 

Social value  
creation
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The strength of partnership
The delivery of environmental, social and governance (ESG) 
commitments made by businesses in the UK heavily relies on 
sustainable facilities management practices. Supporting sustainability 
is a fundamental part of the partnership with our facilities 
management customers. 

As part of our process, we build deep understanding of the 
organisation’s DNA. This knowledge helps us assess the customer’s 
needs and pain points, identify areas that can improve quickly and 
those that require more time or strategic changes. Sharing pains 
and gains is pivotal to our partnership.

We work with our customers both at a strategic and operational level 
ensuring seamless delivery of a long-term vision, as well as day-to-day 
operations crucial for any facilities management company.

From industry thought leadership to industry leading onsite service, 
we are there for our FM customers every step of the way.

You will achieve outstanding results with a 
recycling and waste management service from SUEZ
Contact us today to find out how our waste management service 
can support your specific facility management needs. 

Call 0800 049 5832 (option 2) 

Email marketing.uk@suez.com 
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Please visit our website  
for case studies and further information
suezuk.co/fm-customers

linkedin SUEZ UK     facebook @suezUKofficial     twitter @suezUK

https://suezuk.co/fm-customers
https://suezuk.co/fm-customers



